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RESULTS OF A FZU3HT INVESTIGATION OF THE WING

TAIL LOADS ON AN AIRHANE lQU321?E0WITH A

VANE-CONTROLLED GUST4ULEWAT ION SYSTEM

By T. V. Cooney and Russell L. Schott

A flight investigation has been made of wing and horizontal-tail
loads and spar strains on a twin-engine light transport airplane which
was modified for the installation of a control system that would aUevi-
ate airplane motions in turbtient air and thus improve passenger com-
fort. Jh the control system used, changes in the angle of attack pro-
duced by gusts were sensed by a vane which causes the trailing-edge flaps
and ailerons to deflect in order to counteract lift. The elevator was
split and the outer psrts were geared to the flaps to bslaqce pitching
moment.

The results presented are from an initial analysis of a sample of
the measurements obtained in flight through cle=-air turbulence with
the control system on and off end represent the initial evaluation of
the gust-alleviation-systemeffective~ss, not necess=iW the opt-
that can be obtained. There were indications that a reduction of 43 per-
cent in root-mean-sqyare normal acceleration at the airplane center of
gravi~ was accomplished. This reduction in normal acceleration was
accompanied by a reduction in mailn-sparbending strains of the wing;
however, shear strains h both the ma~ =d rear sPars of the test-
airplane wing were increased because of operation of the trailing-edge
flaps in the alleviated airplane configuration. Horizontal.-t~l she=c
and bending strains were increased because of operation of the split
elevator on the gust-alleviated airplane. Increases in the magnitude
and frequency of occurrence of some of the strains in the wing and tail
structure in rough air which sre associated with operation of the allev-
iation controls indicate that fatigue would be an @ortant consid-
eration in designs utilizing this type of gust-alleviation system.
Measurements of wing and horizontal-tail aerodynamic loads obtained in
a pull-up maneuver in smooth air with the system on and off are also
presented.
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INTRODUCTION

.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is currently con-
ducting a flight investigation to determine the effectiveness of a vane- ‘
controlled gust-alleviation system. The aimof this investigation is to
reduce the airplane response in the frequency range (O to 2 cycles per
second) in which it has &en found that passengers are most sensitive to
airplane motions. Thus, the control system was designed primarilyto

‘reduce airplane vertical accelerations and thereby improve passenger
comfort.

A twin-engine light transport airplane was modified for t~ instal-
lation of the alleviation system, and resesrch instrumentationwas
instaUed for evaluation of the system in flight. A description of the
gust-alleviation control system and some initial.results of the effec-
tiveness of the system in reducing airplane motions are presented in ref-
erence 1.

When the control systemis used, the additional.lift produced by a
gust is not eliminated at its source but is counteractedby a change in
lift produced by the flap and elevator deflection. Since the distri-
butions of the two ~osing lifts are not identical, operation of the
system must be ~ected to alter the distribution of.strains in the
structure.

The objective of the present investigation was to monitor the strains
during the initial trials of the gust-alleviation system injorder to get
a better idea of the magnitude and importance of the ~ected changes in
strain distribution. The loads and strain measurements for the basic air-
plane and the airplane with the gust-alleviation system in operation were
determined and compared, and an analysis of these initial results is
presented in this report.

v

%

%R

QwR

true airspeed, ft/sec or knots as indicated

aerdynsmic shear at wing-root strain-gage reference, lb

aerodynamic bending moment at wing-root strain-gage reference,
in-lb

aerodynamic torque at wing root about torque axis, in-lb
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aerodynamic shear on right horizontal tail at strain-gage
reference, lb

normal acceleration at airplane center of gravity, g uuits

wing flap deflection, deg

angle of attack, deg
.

average angle of attack over horizontal tail, deg

angle of attack indicated by vane, deg

angle of attack measured at vane, corrected for pitching of

airplane, ~ - +6, deg

distance from vane to airplane center of

distance from airplane center of gravity
horizontal.tail, ft

pitching velocity, radisns/sec

elevator deflection, deg

auxiliary elevator deflection, deg

root mean square or standard deviation

uncorrected angle of attack of vane, deg

gravi~, ft

to qyaxter chord of

standard error of estimate of coefficients in least-sgyares
solution of linesr-regression eqpations (see ref. 3 for
method of evalu@ion)

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2

represents an incremental value when used in conjunction with
a synbol

downwash angle at tail, deg

. .. ... .._ ____ ..._- .. .. —- —-... —.— .—— - — ____ .. _. .—.—- .-. —



4 NACA TN 3746

AIRHANE AND INSTRUMENTATION

Airplane

A plan view of the test airplane showing the approximate locations
of the strain-gage bridges is presented in figure 1, and some details of
the wing structure sre given in the cutaway sketch of the wing in
figure 2.

For the present investigation, the original control surfaces of the
airp,+anewere modified in such a way that a portion of the landing flaps
and ailerons was @e to operate as a gust-aUeviation control. The
controls covered each wing semispan from 25 percent to 93 percent and
were automatically actuated @ -thevane to move up or down to counteract
ldft changes due to gusts as well.as to move differentially for lateral
control when the gust-alleviation system was in operation. The original
elevator was also modified in such a ~ that it consisted of a center
elevator for maneuvering the airplane and two outer auxiliary elevators
which moved in conjunction with the ~ flaps to counteract the pitching
moment due to flap deflection. The gust-alleviation controls are shown
in the photographs of the airplane in figure 3. A more complete description ~
of the alleviation system is given in reference 1. The airplane’s phys-
ical characteristics (with the control-surfaceareas rearwaxd of the hinge
line) are presented in the following table:

Weight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wingarea, sift..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wingmesn aerodynamic chord, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total wing-flap area (alleviation control), sq ft . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail area, sq ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Main-elevator area, sq ft.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total auxiliery-elevator areaz si ft . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Taillen@h, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distance from angle-of-attack vane to center of gravity, ft . .
Center-of-gravi@ position, percent of wing mean
aeroaynanlicchord.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9,400
349

8.05
35.4
65.4
u.8
10.7
22.5
15.1

26

Standsxd NACA
the measurement of

Instrumentation

instruments were installed in the test airplane for
airspeed, altitude, pitching velocity, pitching accel-

eration, and norme3 acc-&ration at tie airplane center of gravity and
for normal acceleration at the tail. Control-positiontransmitters were
located on each moveable control surface to give a continuous record of
the position of the controls.

..-.
.,
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A vane for measurement of angle of attack was mounted on a-boom
extending forward of the nose of the fuselage (appr~tely 15 feet
from the center of gravi~ of the airplane). This angle-of-attackvane
was responsible both for transmitting the signal which activated the
gust-alleviation controls and for measuring the angle of attack.

Airspeed was measured by using a standard NACA airspeed recorder
connected to the airplane airspeed system. &Ubrations have indicated
that this airspeed system indicates negligible position error in the
speed range covered in the present tests; therefore, no corrections have
been made to the airspeed measurements.

Strain-gage bridges were installed on the front and rear spars of the
right wing near the rod and at a station approximately 39 percent of
the semispan outboard of the airplane center line. The root gage station
was approximately 3 inches uutboard of the fuselage side, whereas the
outboard station was approximately 12 inches outboard of the attachment
point of the outer panel of the wing. Additional strain-gage bridges were
installed on the horizontal-tail spars at a station approximately 13 inches.
from the fuselage center line.

A strain-gage calibration procedure was followed which was similar
to that described in reference 2 and resulted in relationships among the
various strain-gage-bridgeoutputs from which ~ structural.shear,
bending moment, and torqpe and horizontal-tail structural.shear and
bending moment could be evaluated. The structural loads obtained from
the flight measurements were converted to aerodynamic loads by means of
an inertia correction equal to the weight (and.moment of the weight) out-
board of the strain-gage station nmltiplied by the normal acceleration
at the surface.

Continuous time histories of all measurements were ob’@ined
records were correlated by the use of a l/10-second time p-se.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

A cmparison of the strain measurement for the
in rough air with and without the alleviation system

ana all

test airplane flying
engaged was examined,

and the effects on wing and tail structure of I&e operation of the alle- -
viation controls were assessed.

With the alleviation system in operation, the trailing-edge wing
flaps”and auxiliary elevator responded to the pilot’s control as weKl as
to the angle-of-attack vane to provide tQe pilot with adequate longi-
tudinal control. This method of longitudinal con%rol resulted in a faster
response in a pull-up maneuver than the basic airplane response. There-
fore, aerodynamic loads in pull-ups with the basic airplane and with the
alleviation system in operation are presented and analyzed.

. __. .-—_.. —-___ —. —- _—____ _____ ___
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Several tests
alleviation system

Rough Air

were made through clear-air
alternately on and off. .k

tests were selected for further study, one for
one with the alleviation system in operation.

.

turbulence with the gust-
LJ

this report, two of these
the basic airplane and
The results presented rep-

resent the initial attempt-at selection of proper ge= ratios between
the various surfaces; fw’ther tests ~th the O- co~Wations a~l-
able msy result in improved alleviation of normal acceleration and
pitching moment and in changes in magnitude of loads. A portion of the
oscillogram for each test is presented in figure 4 to illustrate varia-
tions in normal acceleration, control deflections> ~ str~ ● Both
tests were made at an altitude of 3,000 feet at 130 kuots true airspeed,
the ratio of wing-flap deflection to angle-of-attack-vane deflection was
set at -5.2, and the ratio of auxiliary-elevator deflection to wing-flap
deflection was set at -0.45. The airplane center-of+ravity location
for these tests was at approhtel.y 26 percent mean aerodynamic chord.

An anal.ysiswas perforn@d on a 40-second portion of each of the two
tests in which the rough air was of essentially the same intensity

(
Ga,v = )

1.2° or a~roximatel.y h feet Per second ,.asindicated by the

angle-of-attack-vaneoutput. For this sz&lYsis, the normal acceleration “
of the airplane center of gravi@ and the output of each of the strain-
gage bridges on the front and rear spars of the right wing and on the f,
right horizontal tail were determined at l/20-second intervals during the
40-second portion of each test. The resulting 800 points for each of the
acceleration and strain measurements were then grouped into class inter-
vals and the standsrd deviations of the grouped data were calculated.
The desired comparison of the acceleration sxilstrain increments for the
basic and gust-alleviationairplane configurationswas then made on the
basis of the calculated standard deviations. The standsxd deviation,
in addition to indicating the mxriabiU~ of the observations for each
airplane configuration, gives additional information about the data. -For
instance, the maximum strain or normal acceleration experienced can be
~cted to be of the order of three times -the stand=rd deviation if it
is a~sumed that the data axe reasonably“closeto a normal or Gaussian
distribution, since, for nom fre~ency ~stributio~~ aPPr*te~
99.7 percent Of the da~ f~ within a range of three standard
deviations.

Normal acceleration.- A standsrd deviation of O.102g was obtained
for the basic airplane in turbulence as cmpared with O ;058g for the
gust-alleviated airplaae. If it is assumed,.then, that the gust inputs
are the ssme, a decrease of a~romtely 43 Percent in the root-~-
squsme value of normal acceleration at the center of gravity is brought
about by the alleviation system employed. A graphical illustration of
the alleviation effect on normal acceleration is given by the histogram
in figure 5. In this figure, the solid lines represent accelerations

.,
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experienced by the basic airplane and the shaded lines represent the
accelerations experienced by the alleviated airplane in rough air of
approximately the same turbulence intensity. It will be noted that,
for 42 of the &O observations for the basic airplane, the accelerations
of the center of gravi@ exceeded 0.175g; whereas no accelerations of
this magnitude were experiencedby the alleviated airplane.

.Wing strains.- The strain indications obtained fhxuthe output of the
individual strain-gage bridges were grouped into class intervals and the
standard deviations were computed. A histogram of the strains experienced
by the bending gages on the front spar at the wing root is’presented in
figure 6 to illustrate the changes in bending-strain levels associated
with the basic and alleviated airplane configurations.

Histograms of shear-strain measurements at the outer strain-gage sta-
tion of the wings are presented in figure 7. The magnitude of one standard
deviation is indicated in figures 5 to 8 for each condition. A summary
of the results presented in these figures as well as the results for all
the strain-gage measurements on the wing are given in the following table.
The calculated standard deviations in units of strain for each condition
are given and the percent of alleviation or percent of increase of strain
is indicated.

.

Stsndard deviation
Strain-gage location (strain units)

on wing
Basic Alleviated

Root main-spsr bending . . 45.2 36.8
Root IIlEd31-Spar shesx . . . 12.9 18.6
Root rear-spar shear . . . 8.3 5.8
Outer main-spar bending . . 4&5 35.0
Outer main-spar sheer . . . 36.8” 27.0
Quter resx-spar shesx . . . 12.9 49.2

Percent of chsnge

-19

-:
-18
-27
281

It is evident upon examination of the results presented in the pre-
vious table that the increases in strain which are introduced into the
reer spar of the outer pation of the wing by motion of the trailing-edge
flaps do not appear in the wingrs rear spsr at the root. The shear bridge
on the main spar at the root, however, shows an increase in shear strain
which indicates that shear is transferred to the main spa to be carried
into the fuselage. The increase in main-spa strain restits from the
fact that the test airplane was essentially of single-spsr construction,
the rear spar not being continuous through the fUselage. For the wing
of the test airplane, then, with 43 percent alleviation of center-of-
gravity normal acceleration, the root main-spar bending strains were

. -- - .. . . . . . . —. _______ ____/ . —. —.—- ..-—- —. ..



8 NACA TN 37b6

reduced approximately 20 percent, the root main-spar shear strdins at
the outer station were reduced 30 percent, and the root strains were
increased about 40 percent. The outer wing rear-spar shear strains were u
approximately four times greater with the aeviation system on because
of the deflections of the trai~ng-edge flap.

Horizontal-tail strains.- fi order to conserve channels in the
recording oscillograph, strain-gage%ridges located on the main and rem
spars of the horizontal tail were conibinedelectrically to give one out-
put representing horizontal-tail shear and one output representing
bending moment. The responses of the conibinedshear am dbendingbridges
have been analyzed in the same manner as the wing measurements; however,
unlike the wing analysis, the results of this analysis refer to the com-
bined effects in main and rear spars. There are indications, based on
the calculated standard deviations for the basic and gust-alleviated
airplane cmfigurations, that the shear strains at the attachment of the

horizontal tail to the fuselage were increased 2#times with the allevi-

ation controls in operation smd that the bending strains were increased

1* times. Use of the split elevator on the test airplane to reduce

pitching in the gust-alleviated configuration, therefore, increases
horizontal-tail shear and bending. A histogram of the horizontal,-tail
shear-stiain measurements is shown in figure 8. It should be pointed
out that the use of a split elevator in this investigation would not be
necessary generaldy because deflection of the full elevator could accom-
plish the purpose of alleviating pitching and do so without the large
increases in bending strains.

Fatigue life.- The alleviation system installed on the test airplane
was designed to improve passenger comfort primarily; still, it would seem
desirable to see if the fatigue prop~ies of the wing sre modifledby
the system. It is not possible to arrive at any gyantitative evaluation
of the fatigue life of the test airplane because of the limited number
of bridge locations and strain measurements; however, by use of the strain
peaks measured from the records awailable, it is possible to indicate the
strain peaks per mile which the wing main and rear spars experienced in
the basic and alleviated configurations. A count was, therefore, made of
the strain peaks experiencedby the root main-spar shear bridge and root
rear-spar shear bridge at the outboard wing reference station, and the
results are presented in figure 9.

It canbe seen from figure 9(a) that, for turbulence of the inten-
sity encountered during the tests, the root main-spar strain level which
is ~erienced every 1/4 mile in the basic airplane occurs only once
every 1/2 mile with the alleviation controls engaged. For the rear spar, i
however, as imdicated in figure 9(b), a strain intensity of 40 units was

.—— —— — ..
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experienced every mile of flight; whereas with the alleviation system
on, this same strain was encountered once every 1/30 mile. A strain
intensity of 50 units was not encountered at all with the basic airplane.
Thus, the fatigue properties of the rear spsr of the wing of an airplane
equipped with a gust-alleviation system using trailing-edge wing flaps
could become an important consideration in the estimation of airplane
life.

Pull-Up Maneuvers

Strain measurements obtained in the pull-up maneuvers have been
converted to aerodynamic shear, bending moment, and torque ~ ccxibining
various strain-gage outputs in a manner determined during a loading cali-
bration. Time histories of the loads thus determined and other pertinent
quantities measured in a pull-up with the basic airplane are presented

‘ in figure 10; and, for coxupsrison,time variations of the same quantities
with the gust-alleviation system in operation are presented in figure 11.

For the basic airplane, apdl-up to approximately 2gwas made from
steady flight at an altitude of 5,000 feet and a true airspeed of
130 knots and, with the alleviated airplane, a pull-wp to 1.7gwas made
at the same speed and altitude. Differences inthe-ying and tail loads
and airplane motions which are readily apparent in the time histories
are, therefore, due to the gust-alleviation controls. In order to exam-
ine in more detail the effects of the operation of the controls, aero-
dynadc lift, bending moment, and torque shown in figures 10 and 11 at
two stations on the right wing are replotted in figures 12 and 13 to show
variations with airplane qormsl acceleration.

Loads at wing root.- As would be expected for the basic airplane,
shear, bending moment, and torque at the wing root vary linearly with
airplane normal acceleration in the pull-up maneuver as shown in figure 12.
In the case of the pull-up with the gust-alleviation system in operation,
it can be seen (fig. 13) that the shear, bending moment, and torque at the
wing root do not vary linesrly with normal acceleration since they are
influenced by flap deflection as well. In order to evaluate the loads
resulting from deflecting the flap with constant normal acceleration, the
following relationships between normal acceleration, flap deflection, and
loads were written:

.-

-,>

. . . . . . ..—— ..—. — -.. -—... — — . . ——. —. .-
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(1)

For this evaluation, the g..tities ~, %, ~, +, and ~f

were obtained from the tti-histmy records at each l/10-second interval
(with 22 points inalJ); the aforementioned three equations were solved by ●

the least-sqmes method to obtain the contribution of the normal accel-

b( ) to the wing root shearb( ) ~~-flap deflection ~eration” —aan w
~~, rootb- moment~, andtorque about the torque reference

axis *.

Numerical results from the procedure Just outlined are summerized
in the following table:

Lo9a

I

Basic Idrp@le

*

I

I595,17J~. ..(=5,m)m) 4,XO* . . . ..(eB=3W I

*,**, . . (e~=2,ti) +45* . . ..(%!”W

6-.
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It can be seen from the preceding table that the values of!the loads
due to changing normal acceleration with flaps held constant as deter-
mined from the least-squares solution of eqyation (1) are consistent with
the results obtained directly from the basic-airplane data where flaps
were actually neutral. The least-sqysres results are accompanied in the
aforementioned table by the standard error of estimate for each coeffi-
cient (ref. 3). The values given for the basic airplane were obtained
from the variation of shear, moment, and torque with normal acceleration
shown in figure 12. The increase in bending moment dqe to flap deflection
is indicative of the bending-moment alleviation which canbe expected when
the flaps act to relieve the wing airloads in response to signals from

. the angle-of-attackvane in rough air. The increase in torque in the
pull-up maneuver, due to the rearwaxd shift in the chordwise center of
load with flap deflection, shows that the rear spar of the wing’carries a
greater proportion of the airload with the alleviation system in
operation.

Loads at outbosrd station.- A second strain-gage station was located
on the right wing at approximately 39 percent of the semispan outboard of
the airplane center line. The strain-gage bridges at this station were
calibrated to give a measure of the shesr, bending moment, and torque
outbosrd of the station. Variations with normal acceleration of the shear
and bending moment at this station for the basic airplane in a pull-up
maneuver are shown in figure 12 and for the airplane with alleviation
controls operating are shown in figure 13. Torque measurements were not
available for these tests.

F&omen analysis similar to that just outlined for the wingts root
loads, the following loads for the basic airplane and for the gust-
alleviation system on were obtained:

With gust-alleviationsystemon .

Load Easic Lli@aue

e
g

Shear . . . . 2,280* 2,270~ . . . . . . (%=a) 37#& . . . . . . . . (ea=i)

mcnuent. . . laooo y 170,700y . . . (eS=wcc) 2,380~ . . . . :(e.=m)

. .— . . . . . -_ ..-___.. _. .. —- -.—-.—-.—— -.—— ——-—.. .
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Horizontal-tail loads.-
.,

The strain-gage reference stations for the
measurement of sheer and bending moment on the horizontal tail are
located just outboard of the attachment of the tail to the fuselage. The ‘J
aerodynamic loads maasured outboti of the strain-gage reference on the
right side of the tail have been analyzed to determine the loads imposed

~t~)Op~atiOn of the gust-~e~ation-systmc ontiols (auxi~sry ele.
● For the basic airplane, the tail loads on the right horizontal

tail + canbe considered as being the result of the tail angle of

attack and the elevator deflection, so that

‘@(’-%)’%’++

(2)

(3)

Measuranents of ~, ~’, 6, be, and V ae available in time-

history form for a pull-up maneuver (fig. 10) where Zt is the dis.
4

tance from the center of gravi~ to the q=er chord of the hori-
zontal tail, 22.5 feet, and d~/da is assumed to be O.5. Data were

d

obtained from the time histories at I/lO-second intervals and were sub-
stituted in equation (2). As before, a soluti?n by the least-sqyares

method yielded

of attack and

the desired load

%- because of

coefficients % beca~e of tail -e

%

elevator deflection.
abe

With the gust-alleviation system in uperation, the aux.ilisryele-
vator motion fiso influences the-tail loai-and, therefore, in tl& case
the corresponding eqpation is

Solution of the tail load parameters with data from the time his-
.tories substituted fito eq!=tions (2) W (4) gave the results which
are shown in the fol.lowingtable:

— —. . . —. ..... — .—...— . . .
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Tail load parameter, Basic
lb/deg

With gust-alleviation system on -
airplane

aG@l+m . . . . . a 84 . . . . . . . . . ..(es =6)

I Iape . . . . . . . u 10 . . . . . . . . .. +=2)

I Ib~bbe,au.. . . . -- 270 . . . . . . . . ..”(es=l)

The similari@ of the cajxmlated load coefficients due to tail angle
of attack for the basic and gust-alleviated airplane configurations indi-
cates that flow conditions at the tail are only slightly clwmged by oper-
ation of the gust-alleviation flaps on the wing. The auxiliexy elevator,
then, is the main contributor to the increased.load on the horizontal
tail as shown in figure l-lfor the gust-alleviated airplane.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results from an analysis of a sample of the measurements of wing
end tail loads and spar strains associated with the operation of a gust. ‘
alleviation system on a modified ~-engine light transport airplane in
rough air indicate that, for a reduction in airplane normal acceleration
of 43 percent, based on root-mesn-sqysre values, wing main-spar bending
strains were also reduced; whereas shear strains in both the main-and
rear spars of the wing were increased. The ticreases in main-spar shear
result from the fact that the test-airplane wing was essentially of
single-spar construction which required some of the shear introduced by
motion of the trailing-edge wing flaps to be transferred to the main spar.

Horizontal-tail shear and bending strains were increased because of
operation of the split elevator on the gust-alleviated airplane.

Increases in the magnitude and fieayency of occurrence of some of
the strains in the wing and tail structure in rough air associated with
operation of the gust-alleviation controls indicate that fatigue would
be en important consideration in designs utilizing this type of gust-
alleviation system.

— --.—- . . . ..- ---- —.—— —— —.— —— — ——- .—



14 NACA TN 3746

The reduction in normal.acceleration indicated by these iqitial
results is not necessarily the optimum alleviation which can be obtained
with the present system, and any further reductions in accelerations .

would be ~ected to be accompanied by changes in the magnitude of the
v loads and strdns experienced.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National AiivisoryCommittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., MSY 29, 1956.
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Figure 1.- Plan form of test airplane showing strain-gage and accelerometer
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(b) Airplane with alleviation system in operation.

Figure 4.- Typical oscil.logramof strain-gage response, accelerometers,
and control positions of.test airplane flying in turbulence.
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Figure 10.- Time
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Figure U.- !llSm
in a pull-up
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